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In Malacca in the year 1825, on his mother's side from the well-

"known family of Xeubronner, there was born van der Tuuk, who
wrought a Copernican change in the study of Malay comparative

philology. Malacca has been the mother of much important Malay
literature, of the Sejarah Melayu, the Hang Tudh, and the works

of Munshi Abdullah: and then it was the birth-place of this great

Indolog ' van der Tuuk, who has gone without honour in his own
place but found it in the pages of the " Encyclopaedia of the

Netherlands Indies." We do not enshrine the careers of our

.students of Malay in an encyclopaedia; so, I should like to record

here, that it was four years at Jasin, which inspired Mr. Blagden
with his enthusiasm for Malay linguistics and so led to his trans-

lating the work under review.

This translation of Brandstetter's essays was badly wanted.

Even to-day, how many British students of Malay are aware of the

Copernican change wrought by van der Tuuk in Malayan philo-

logy? How many readers of this journal realize that Crawfurd's

theories on the subject are no whit more valuable than his dictum
to a learned society in Great Britain that whatever else Australia

might produce, it could never breed sheep! How many admirers

of the " Journal of the Indian Archipelago " know that Logan's

Tibeto —Annam synthesis is no more fruitful or valid than that

of Anglo-Israelites who find in the British the lost tribes of Israel

!

How many of us have appraised speculations on the syllable ~bu,

bun, or bung in " words conveying an idea, of roundness," to be as

idle and valueless for scientific philology as Malay surmises that
4 Sumatra ' is derived from semut ray a or sama utara !

Maxwell printed his excellent " Manual of the Malay Langu-
age " in the early '80s ; his introduction need not have been de-

faced by obsolete and untenable views, if he had read van der

Tuuk's " Outlines of a Grammar of the Malagasy Language

"

printed in the " Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great
Britain" in 1865 (and reprinted in "Essays relating to Inde-
ed hin a *' in 1887.) That essay should have been a point de repere

for English students of Malay philology as it has been for Dutch.

i 'An Introduction to Indonesian Linguistics' being four essays by Ken-
ward Brandstetter, Ph. D., translated by C. O. Blagden, m.a., m.e.a.3. :

published by the Royal Asiatic Society, London (7s. 6d.).
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In Holland the scientific study of Malayan philology was continued
forthwith by Kern, Niemann, Brandes and others. No English-

man pursued the subject further; no Englishman read what the

Dutch were doing; in the English language there. has been no ad-

vance, no further point de repere till Mr. Blagden gives us now in

English the cream of the philological work of Dr. Brandstetter, a

brilliant Swiss scholar of the school of van der Tuuk and Kern.

The name and work of Brandstetter are not unknown to
members of our branch Society. Mr. Blagden gave us an appre-

ciation of his earlier work in Journal XLII, but since then
Brandstetter has made great strides.

The present translation has been termed " An Introduction

to Indonesian Linguistics." So vague has been the use of the-

word ' Indonesian ' by British scholars, that it is well to define

its meaning. For anthropologists,
i Indonesian ' denotes a parti-

cular physical strain; for the student of language, it denotes the

western division of the great Austronesian (or Malay o-Polynesian

or Oceanic) family of speech, the division which irrespectively of

racial elements is spoken by the inhabitants of the Philippines, the

Malay Archipelago, the Malay Peninsula, the Mergui Archipelago

and parts of In do- China and of Formosa. i Indonesian ?
is a

term preferable to ' Malayan/ because Achinese or Javanese or
Tagalog are no more Malay than Spanish is Italian. Mr. Blagden
points • out how " Malay in many ways is not a very typical mem-
ber of the family; its grammar has been much worn down and
simplified; and for various other reasons it is unfortunate that so-

many people are tempted to survey the whole Indonesian field, with

its luxuriant diversity, through the rather distorting lens of a

knowledge of Malay alone. There has been a very widespread

tendency among Malay scholars to regard Malay as the standard

or norm of the Indonesian family and to attempt to explain the

differences which they noticed in the other languages as deviations

from that standard ; and that is very far from being the true view."

Of late years, the great Austronesian family has been linked

definitively with an Austroasiatic family, which embraces a number
of the languages of India and Indo-China, such as Munda, Khasi,

Mon Khmer, Mcobarese and Sakai. Kern has shown how Indo-

China was probably the point whence the proto-Malay descended

on the Archipelago. When French research in Cambodia has pro-

gressed even further than it has to-day, when we have fuller

dictionaries of Munda and Khasi and conversations recorded in

Sakai and when Mr. Blagden has published his work on Taking

(or Mon or Peguan) inscriptions —perhaps some day the synthesis

between the two great families may be worked out in detail. Mean-

while Brandstetter finds more than enough material awaiting study

in the Indonesian section of the one family.

Four of Brandstetter's best essays are included in the present

volume, and Mr. Blagden has supplied cross-references, where the

subject matter overlaps.
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" Root and Word in the Indonesian Languages " is the first

essay. It deals with the extraction of roots from stem-words, which
are normally dissyllabic in Indonesian languages; and it describes

the morphological process by which stem-words have been con-

structed by means of formative syllables, usually prefixes, some-

times infixes more rarely suffixes, —formatives which cannot become
roots themselves. Compare a series of stem-words and we find

often a common syllable running through them, as lok through
Ulolc, kelok, jelok, pelok; it may be inferred that all those dis-

syllabic words are constructed from lok. Maxwell surmised that

in tangkap we have the Sakai teng
i

hand.' It is not absolutely

impossible, considering that a few Indonesian stem-words are built

up by the juxtaposition of two roots. But it is exceedingly impro-

bable and far-fetched: compare cMkap, tekap, terkap, tangkap,

vangkap, cliakup, cltekup, tekup, serekup, tangkup : we have the

common syllables kap, kup and, as a matter of fact, t and ch will

be found to be common Indonesian prefixes and ng a common
Indonesian infix. The comparative method throws light, where
the study of Malay alone would lead nowhere: it shows for ex-

ample how sesal, sesip, tetap, sesak are instances of reduplication

of roots and appear in Madurese as selsel, sepsep, teptep, seksek:

and again how de- is a common Indonesian formative making
word-bases from interjections. Among the roots that can serve as

word-bases, Brandstetter detects onomatopoeic interjections, other

interjections, baby words, forms of address, monosyllabic preposi-

tions and pronouns. He uses the comparative method with strict

adherence to phonetic laws —a principle our smatterers in Malay
philology have always failed to observe.

The second essay deals with " Common Indonesian and Ori-

ginal Indonesian " mainly from the point of view of phonetics and
grammar. If a word or formative is found throughout the In-

donesian area or in two or three widely distant parts of that area,

then it must be regarded as common and primitive. Crawfurd's

notion of Malay and Javanese influencing a number of tongues

originally unconnected is exploded for ever. The essay is extra-

ordinarily suggestive and does much to solve the vexed problems

of Malay formatives, verbal substantival and adjectival. In-

cidentally Brandstetter shows how there were more monosyllabic

words in the original language than are now in use and how the'

grammatical system was fuller than it is, for example, in modern
Malay. And here I should like to invite attention to the nicer

nuances of the formatives in old Malay literature like the Sejarah

Melayu and the Seri Rama, where later authors display careless-

ness or ignorance. How many modern writers could be trusted to^

write jika ia berbuang kiiku, " if he cut his nails."

The " Indonesian Verb/' the third essay in this volume, does

still more to explain the nature of the verb and its formatives.

The importance of the subject for students of Malay will be obvious

to all who have struggled with de Hollander's i
subjective-passive

*
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theory or been amazed at Ophuij sen's attempt to discover con-
jugation in Malay and to explain the di in di-makan-nya as a
contraction of dial Brandstetter shows that some at least of the
verbal formatives appear to have been once separate parts of speech,

notably prepositions and articles. To prove how wide-based are

his theories it is only necessary to point out that the following
languages were selected as a basis for the study which resulted in

this essay :

—

4
,

Philippines: 1 Bontok —2 Tagalog. ^
Celebes: 3 Tontemboan —4 Bareqe —5 Macassar —6 Bugis.

Borneo : 7 Dayak—8 Basa Sangiang.

Java: 9 Old Javanese —10 Modern Javanese.

Islands towards Xew Guinea : 11 Kamberese —12 Ivupangese

—

13 Kottinese —1-1 Masaretese.

Sumatra: 15 Minangkabau —16 Toba—17 Karo —18 Gayo

—

19 Achinese.

Islands at the back of Sumatra: 20 Mentaway —21 Mas.

Malay Peninsula: 22 Malay.

Madagascar: 23 Hova—24 Old Malagasy.

Essay IV was published in 1915 and deals with the " Phonetic

Phenomena in the Indonesian Languages. 7
' Perhaps it is the

most epoch-making of the essays in this volume ; with its clear

summary of the phonetic laws of the simple sounds of the Indone-

sian languages, its delineation of the pepet law, the E. G. H. law,

the hamzah law, the law of the mediae, the diphthongs and as-

pirates and their laws. It is useless to try to abbreviate in a re-

view an essay so packed with important matter. If ever an attempt
is made to produce a comparative dictionary of an Indonesian

language, the lexicographer will need to have this essay by heart.

It is to be hoped that Dr. Brandstetter will continue to write

essays on the Indonesian languages of the quality of those in this

volume ; that Mr. Blagden will find time to translate them, and our

parent Society the will to print them.

Even for those of us whose interest hardly extends beyond
colloquial Malay, this volume should prove stimulating and illu-

minating. He also serves the cause of Malay studies who buys the

few works that are written on the subject: and the present volume
is infinitely the most important that has ever appeared in English

on Malay philology.


